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1. SUMMARY / ABSTRACT
Based on national eID solutions for university process scenarios this paper discusses eIDAS extensions 
with regard to chances, changes, benefits and challenges compared to eID. 

2. Overview
Several initiatives in Europe are involved in the development of frameworks to improve student 
mobility. These aim at the harmonization of student data formats/forms and appropriate IT support 
for administrative procedures. Examples include the EUNIS task force for students mobility (formerly 
RS3G) or the Groningen Declaration Network or the Erasmus without Paper Project [11, 12, 25, 29]. 
Besides the standardization of forms and procedures security, privacy and legal binding of these is an 
important issue and hence discussed in this paper. The use of security functions like qualified 
signatures and the eID of the German national identity card (eID/PA or GeID/PA [2]) opened up new 
possibilities for the digitalization of legally binding processes in university management in Germany. 
Some of these innovations were developed within the projects "eCampus/Scampii" and "eID at 
universities" [20, 22, 23, 24], based on national signature and eID frameworks in Germany. 
Furthermore, chances and changes for security and legal binding by eIDAS regulation ([10], prepared 
by the STORK projects [14]) based extensions at university management are discussed in regard to 
the ongoing EU funded project TREATS (Trans European Authentication Services, funded by EU CEF 
Program). 



3. Scope, Objectives, Results for electronic University Management
a1. A full digitalization of student mobility processes in EU aiming to provide security, privacy 

and legal binding for the relevant electronic process steps. This requires a certain level of 
interoperability across borders. 

a2. Important electronic security functions to reach the goal state in a1 are (qualified) 
signatures, eID functions and encryption. However, there was a lack of interoperability in 
the EU concerning a cross border viewpoint, which then was regulated by eIDAS (EU, [10]).  

a3. For public administrations in Germany (which includes Universities & Schools) the integration 
of eID online functionality of the German Identity Card (PA) as exclusive mean of access to 
an University web form enables filled in web forms to reach fully legally binding (presumed 
that the University as an eID application provider will use integrity means to secure the web 
form contents). This is an alternative to the use of qualified signatures. In addition the eID 
online functionality of the PA will offer a strong 2-factor double sided authentication scheme 
to users and service providers, including strong privacy. There are similar approaches in 
some other EU member states. These are strong foundations for the full electronization of 
sensitive university processes, like matriculation or diploma certification. eID applications 
for such purposes were developed in the projects eCampus/Scampii at HS Harz & MLU [20, 
22, 23, 24] (also cross university domain boarders).  

a4. The eIDAS regulation of the EU (based on former work, e.g. STORK [14]) offers a solid level 
of interoperability of remote and mobile trust services like (qualified) signatures, seals and 
of national eID functions across borders working at same security level.  Therefore, sensitive 
process steps like user authentication at matriculation processes, legally binding processes 
or the security of diploma certificate documents (including notarization), could be reached 
single-handed by electronic means. Examples are under development at TREATS project 
[27]. 

a5. The concept of "interoperable Servicekonten" [4] (at this point still under ongoing 
evaluation) would allow the integration of strong eID/eIDAS authentication functions for new 
fully electronic application processes of pupils/students lifecycle at universities (e.g. for 
matriculation) or even for other qualifications in Germany. The electronic notarization of 
electronic copies of administration documents is allowed by federal law (§33 VwVfg [28]), 
but university regulations at local state law may require adaption here, e.g. for allowing 
electronic notarization of university diploma certificates (similar for school certificates).

4. Integrated Services

4.1. eTestate – eID registration & login for lab exercises 

The eTestate application was the first eID based application at HS Harz to enable eID based 
registration & login for lab exercises for students in a fully electronical manner with strong two 
factor authentication, based on the eCampus architecture, as shown in [9, 21, 22]. Additionally, the 
lecturer was enabled to grade and sign the student results via qualified signature QES and to deliver 
it securely to the legacy campus management system HIS via OSCI egovernment standards and 
security gateways. 



Figure 1: The eCampus security shell architecture, integrating GeID, OSCI, QES standards 

4.2. MyCredentials - refreshing credentials remotely by eID 

In case of loss of university credentials (like passwords or PKI certificates), the current policy at 
universities often requires the physical presence & authentication of the credential owner at the 
computer center of the university to apply for new credentials.   

By using the eID function of the German ID Card (GeID), we recently enabled a remotely usable new 
eID based platform solution "myCredentials" to apply for new credentials by customers (which are 
pre-registered by eID at the platform).   

The applied new credentials will be uploaded by the administrator in an encrypted manner to the 
mycredentials web site of the customer (e.g. via AES based ZIP archive encryption), a decryption 
enabling PIN will be transferred over a separate channel, e.g. via SMS to the smartphone of the 
customer, applied at the eID based website. Therefore, a strong protection for a confidential 
credential exchange (e.g. passwords, secret keys) will be established.  

In the future this scheme could be extended to exchange other confidential documents in an 
effectively managed and analogously end-to-end secured manner by eID (using pre-encrypted key 
and document exchanges by eID), usable for multiple parties/customers (pre-registered by eID at the 
platform), without the need for additional PKI schemes/keys, This could be an interesting add-on 
feature for so called "interoperable Bürgerkonten" (interoperable public administration accounts for 
citizens and enterprises), which are planned in Germany [4, 15, 16]. 

Figure 2 shows the registration and login form for the MyCredentials site. 



Figure 2: MyCredentials-Platform - Credential Security via eID/PA-Access 

4.3. Web forms with eID access -- legally binding uploads for visitors 

Web based Registration and Login by eID will be offered to visitors or partners of the university. 
Additionally an upload feature with combined remote qualified signing (QES) of the uploaded 
contents is available (as tele signature) with involved legally binding. Figure 3 shows the upload 
form.  

This platform could also be used for application and matriculation of student applicants. If 
electronic certificates for higher education entry qualifications (qualified signed by schools) are 
allowed by law, then the whole process of matriculation could be implemented electronically. 



Figure 3: eCollabSec Platform - Security & legally binding via eID/PA 

4.4. Electronic Diploma Certificate (copy) with enhanced privacy & integrity -- 
eID based diploma certificate checks via delegation by the diploma owner 

As a variation of the visitors web site with eID the eDiploma Certificate will be configured. By using 
his eID, the graduated student could download here his qualified signed electronic diploma 
certificate (as an electronic copy to the paper based certificate). Additionally the graduated student 
will have the ability to delegate temporary read access rights to other parties (e.g. to a potential 
employer, to whom the graduated student made an application) by using access control rights. To 
improve privacy and traceability of the diploma certificate data, the owner could use quality 
reduction techniques such as reducing resolutions or producing a self-signed temporary watermark 
overlay - with specifically produced watermark for the granted accessor of the original diploma 
certificate data (which are signed by the university). For quality reduction and watermarking, the 
requirements should be investigated in more detail in the future and potential useful approaches 
selected. For example invertible watermarks combined with electronic signatures might be useful to 
reproduce also the original document if required, see work in [3, 7, 8, 13, 18, 26]. 

5. University cross domain eID applications
The federal administration office assigns eID certificate to access the information of identity cards in 
the domain of the specific eID application provider. An eID certificate assigned to one university 
offers access for more than one application but limited to the domain of the certificate owner. The 
limit prohibits a cross domain usage between universities. But access from domains of other 
universities are required for joint eID based services, therefor for enabling the legal base accordingly 
the local government university law of Saxony-Anhalt was changed [1].  

To overcome the technical problems of the domain limitation, we use eID delegation with an eID 
proxy system analogous to the eduroam authentication. Figure 4 shows the test system and the eID 
extended communications (projects1 "eCampus/Scampii" and "eID at Universities").  

1 Supported by European Fund for Regional Development ERDF (EFRE FKZ: 11.03-08-03) 
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Figure 4: Cross domain university access with eID proxy test system 

An example for cross domain authentication and authorization service is eduroam (education 
roaming). Eduroam offers secure network access, especially to WLAN, for matriculated student or 
researchers of foreign European universities and colleges when visiting an institution other than their 
own [5]. The authentication process is delegated by the RADIUS2 protocol to the home institution of 
the user, which needs to be a part of the inherent domain hierarchy. As authentication factor a 
username password combination is used. To allow the authentication with eID cards we need cross 
domain access to the eID function. 

eID allows alternative methods for delegated user authentication and authorization. Instead of 
sending authentication factors like username and passwords to the home institution only a distinct ID 
consisting of name and e.g. birthday will be transmitted. The reliable authentication factor is 
determined by the eID function from the ID card at the local institution. The mapping between the 
ID and person is made by the home institution.  

To combine the advantage of reliable and strong eID authentication and fast challenge-response 
password mechanism we use the eID function only for the first authentication. A secret token is 
generated during the authentication process and stored on the device of the authenticated user, 
e.g. the laptop or smartphone. The token allows the challenge-response authentication for a limited
time. After expiration a reauthentication process with eID is required.

6. TREATS (TRans-European AuThentication Services, by eIDAS)
Hs Harz is part of the ongoing project consortium TREATS to implement eID based infrastructure and 
applications according eIDAS in Germany (funded by EU CEF program 20153, s. [27]), which regulates 
the acceptance of "high" notified eID solutions from other EU member states at eID servers in 
Germany by September 2018. Hs Harz is going to implement eIDAS based eID access extensions for 
existing eID/PA applications in the fields of student mobility, researcher mobility & partnership and 
local eID/eIDAS campus infrastructure, see Figure 5 concerning R&D (ongoing work in TREATS). 
Indirectly only, and in a limited way, user uploads to these eID/eIDAS extended websites could gain 
a kind of local substitution of qualified document signatures, by eGovernment Laws, if these are 

2 RADIUS: Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service 
3 The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Union is not 

responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. 



applicable for universities. But in the future, for a fully legally binding cross boarder, because of 
eIDAS regulation, additionally the integration of eIDAS/eSignatures/eSeals would be required. While 
(federal) administrative procedure laws (e.g. Verwaltungsverfahrensgesetz [28]) would allow to 
produce electronic document copies with electronic signatures and notarizations of the issuer 
administration, accordingly at local government university law some extension may be required [1]. 
Because of ongoing law adjustments in Germany (e.g. because of eIDAS and other regulations), 
accordingly here may be some important scope of designs with importance for university procedures. 

Figure 5: eID based R&D Admin. web site, for eIDAS extension (TREATS) 

7. TRANSFER & Outlook
Some items of this work at university context has options for transfer to public administration, e.g. 
in the context of approval of professional qualifications and of electronic service access to public 
administrations [6], especially the upcoming legal validity of eIDAS regulation concerning eID in 
September 2018. Furthermore, in some contexts a fully digitalization with effectively securing of 
(university) documents may need some legal procedure adjustments nowadays. Not only because of 
the known threat potentials for the authenticity and integrity of paper documents, an according 
regulation of effectively secured digitalization of such documents security and egovernment 
standards acc. state of the art (QES, eSignature/eSeals, eIDAS) would be important in the future. In 
future, potential valuable combinations of cryptographic security mechanisms with media security 
approaches should be further researched to increase the overall security and privacy, especially for 
hybrid approaches (paper and digitally based documents). For example, in respect to data origin 
authenticity and/or data integrity the combination of approaches which modify the original data 
(called also active approaches) might be useful. This includes steganography and digital 
watermarking (as already discussed briefly in section 4). Questions about the additional security 
value needs to be discussed and appropriated algorithms selected or further enhanced, see as 
discussed in [17]. 

Further, media security approaches which passively investigate authenticity and integrity (called 
also passive approaches) might be valuable to increase the security of the involved processes. This 
include media forensics (posterior, without any prior information as known from digital forensics). 
This addresses doubts on the integrity or authenticity of involved documents as well as 
suspicious 



traces during document life cycle processing. Image manipulation detection techniques can support 
this by determining and locating originality and integrity infringements of the electronic documents 
or checking printed document versions. Media forensics approaches need to be selected and further 
enhanced for its application for important documents, see work for example in [19]. As the 
digitalization of industrial processes is an ongoing important topic, the securing of identity and 
configuration management at these sites could be accordingly supported.  
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